Topology of an intracellular transduction chain (phototropism of Phycomyces): 1. Joint review of functional, temporal, and spatial aspects.
Two light-induced growth reactions in a unicellular cylindrical sporangiophore of Phycomyces blakesleeanus-vertical growth acceleration under symmetrical irradiation (photomecism) and directional growth under unilateral irradiation (phototropism)-share common input light perception as well as common output growth mechanism but have strongly divergent dynamics and other distinctive features. This divergence culminates in the phototropic paradoxes the main of which states that photomecism shows total adaptation, while phototropism does not adapt. The basis for this contradiction is that the phototropic transduction chain, unlike that of photomecism, faces a spatially non-uniform stimulus and processes a series of spatial patterns (light and absorption profiles, adaptation profile, etc.). The only way to resolve the paradoxes and correlate features of both responses within a single transduction chain is to assume non-local signal transduction, e.g. a cross-talk between different azimuthal locations within the cylindrical cell. On the other hand, to establish the presence of an appropriate cross-talk is equivalent of gaining insight into the topology of the transduction chain. This series of two papers contains a review reconsidering the entire field from this viewpoint (Paper 1) and a mathematical model of pattern transduction which unifies features of phototropism and resolves the paradoxes (Paper 2). At the same time, this is the first "proof of concept" for the "activity/pooling (a/p) networks"-a specific mathematical apparatus designed to analyse systemic properties and control in metabolic pathways.